Far-field coherent backscatter enhancement from random aggregations of scatterers and comparisons to backscattering from single isolated spheres.
Coherent backscatter enhancement (CBE), a multiple scattering phenomenon, may cause an enhancement of up to a factor of two in the average intensity backscattered from a random aggregation of scatterers. In the ocean, CBE may occur when a fish school or a bubble cloud is remotely illuminated. The research reported here explored the possibility that CBE might be used to remotely discriminate between an aggregation of many scatterers and a single isolated scattering object. For this investigation, the far-field harmonic acoustic pressure backscattered from aggregations of randomly placed omnidirectional point scatterers was determined from numerical solution of the equations from Foldy [(1945) Phys. Rev. 67(3,4), 107-119], and compared to equivalent results from single spherical scatterers having hard surfaces, pressure-release surfaces, or aggregation-matched effective-medium properties. Interestingly, CBE causes a spherical aggregation to backscatter as much or more sound than a single perfectly reflecting sphere of the same size when (ka)1/2(ks)-4/5(kσs1/2)3/4 ≥ 2.3, where k is the acoustic wave number, a is the aggregation radius, s is the average spacing between scatterers, and σs is a scatterer's cross section. And, backscattered intensity samples (in dB) from all simulated aggregations followed an extreme value distribution, a finding that supports the conventional use of backscatter statistics for remote aggregation-versus-single-object discrimination.